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•Some information will have changed within the 

past few days and even hours

•Expect new developments over the next several 

months

Rapidly Changing Scene
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•Alpha Microsystems* (late 1970s ➜ 1990s) 

•Various Unix systems (1980s ➜ 2000s)

•Microsoft Windows (~1985 ➜ 2013)

•Apple Computers (~1986 ➜ 2020)

A Short Prologue:

Computer Systems I’ve Worked On


Active

hypertext

links

3* Major similarities to DEC PDP/11

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alpha_Microsystems
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Not me in disguise!

No emotional attachment 

to any computer system



•1976 Apple I & II; MOS 6502

•1977 Apple III; Synertek 6502B

•1985 Macintosh; Motorola 68000

✓68020, 68030 and 68030

•1994 Macintosh; PowerPC 601

✓603, 604, G3, G4 and G5

Short History of Apple CPUs
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MOS_Technology_6502
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Motorola_68000
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synertek
https://apple.fandom.com/wiki/MOS_6502
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Macintosh_models_grouped_by_CPU_type
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PowerPC


•2006 Macintosh; Intel x86

✓Yonah, Core Penryn, Nehalem, Westmere, Sandy 

Bridge, Ivy Bridge, Haswell, Broadwell, Skylake, 

Kaby Lake, Coffee Lake, Ice Lake, Tiger Lake

✓2009 Apple dropped support for PowerPC 

•2020 Mac Computers; Apple Silicon

History of Apple Hardware (CPUs)
(cont.)
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mac_transition_to_Intel_processors


•“Apple Silicon” refers to Apple’s proprietary ARM-

based hardware

•Apple Silicon aka “System* on a Chip” aka “SoC” 

•“M1” name of the chip implementing Apple 

Silicon**

Terminology

** The M1 is a “superset” of the iPhone A14 chip
7

* Not silicon on a chip



•ARM uses RISC architecture (Reduced 

Instruction Set Computing)

✓Fugaku supercomputer (world’s fastest computer)

•x86 uses CISC architecture (Complex 

Instruction Set Computing)

✓ Intel-based computers

•ARM focuses on energy efficiency

•x86 focuses on performance

•For more information see 

ARM vs. x86
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AADZo73yrq4
https://levelup.gitconnected.com/intel-x86-vs-arm-architecture-and-all-key-differences-explained-fb54a04788dc
https://www.allaboutcircuits.com/news/understanding-the-differences-between-arm-and-x86-cores/
https://www.theverge.com/2020/6/23/21300097/fugaku-supercomputer-worlds-fastest-top500-riken-fujitsu-arm


•Announced June 3, 2019

•Objective: to merge iOS and Mac apps

•Clear signal iPhones and Macs would share a 

common architecture

✓x86 (Intel) would be replaced

•Would allow apps to be used interchangeably 

on all kinds of Apple devices

Project Catalyst*

* Previously known as “Project Marzipan”
9

https://www.digitaltrends.com/computing/what-is-project-catalyst/
https://developer.apple.com/mac-catalyst/


•June 22, 2020 Apple announced change from 

Intel to their own hardware

•See     for the WWDC (1 hr 49 min video*)

•M1 chip is a follow-on to Apple’s hardware for 

the iPhone, iPad and Watch

•Nov 10th Apple Silicon computers on sale

•Nov 13th Apple Silicon computers shipped

Worldwide Developers Conference (WWDC)

* Start at location 1 hr 26 min
10

https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2020/06/apple-announces-mac-transition-to-apple-silicon/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GEZhD3J89ZE
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“Whilst in the past 5 years Intel has managed to increase their best single-

thread performance by about 28%, Apple has managed to improve their 

designs by 198%, or 2.98x (let’s call it 3x) the performance of the Apple A9 

of late 2015.”

Core i9

Performance

M1 > A14 ☛

ARM used in iPhone & iPad

x86

https://www.anandtech.com/show/16226/apple-silicon-m1-a14-deep-dive/4


Intel 11th Gen Tiger Lake
(10 nm)

CPU

only
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Apple M1
(5 nm)
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8 or 16
GB

☜
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Enough M1 details
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•A translation app that allows users to run apps on 

Apple Silicon that contain x86 instructions (64-bit)

• Inevitably some apps will not translate well

•Translated Intel-based apps generally run slower 

than native apps

•2006 Original Rosetta allowed PowerPC apps to 

run on Intel-based Macs

•Apple regards Rosetta 2 as a temporary solution

Rosetta 2*

* Rosetta 2 is not a simulator or emulator; it 

translates x86 instructions to ARM instructions
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https://developer.apple.com/documentation/apple_silicon/about_the_rosetta_translation_environment
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rosetta_(software)


•You might be asked to install Rosetta 2 in 

order to open an x86 app 

Installing Rosetta 2
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https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT211861


•If an app contains only Intel (x86) instructions…

✓macOS automatically launches Rosetta 2

✓when translation finishes the system launches the 

translated executable

How Rosetta 2 Works
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https://www.computerworld.com/article/3597949/everything-you-need-to-know-about-rosetta-2-on-apple-silicon-macs.html


Info Function

Left-click

[select] “Get Info”

Universal binary

At runtime, the system

automatically chooses

which version to run

Contains two versions

of compiled code

One version runs natively on

Apple Silicon

The other version runs natively

on Intel-based Macs
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How to tell which apps

are optimized for M1

Apple Silicon see  

https://www.macrumors.com/how-to/tell-apps-optimized-for-m1-apple-silicon-macs/


I’m enthralled…

Move  on!
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•macOS 10:  from 2001 to 2020

•macOS 11:  released November 12, 2020

•Big Sur runs on Apple Silicon and Intel Macs

• Inevitably something won’t work! (wait for 11.0.2)

•CAUTION: A number of MacBook Pro* owners 

are reporting the Big Sur update is bricking their 

machines

•Presumably there a fix available, see 

macOS 11.0.1 (Big Sur)

* Late 2013 and mid 2014 models—other models?
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https://www.forbes.com/sites/barrycollins/2020/11/20/macbook-bricked-by-big-sur-heres-how-to-fix-it/?sh=76f2d41c663e
https://www.zdnet.com/article/apples-macos-big-sur-update-its-bricking-our-older-macbook-pro-laptops-say-owners/
https://www.macrumors.com/2020/11/15/macos-big-sur-update-bricking-some-macbook-pros/


•There are reports of problems connecting with 

Bluetooth

✓And a suggested fix…

macOS Big Sur 11.0.1 (cont.)
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https://www.reddit.com/r/macmini/comments/jye3hc/m1_mac_mini_has_bluetooth_issues/
https://www.iphonetricks.org/how-to-fix-m1-mac-bluetooth-issues/


•Design refresh—Mac interface more like iPad 

and iPhone

•New Control Center

•Maps improvement

•Revamped Messages app

•Built-in language translator for Safari

• Is Big Sur a dramatic change?

macOS Big Sur 11.0.1 (cont.)

Sort of…
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•Currently runs natively on Intel Macs under 

macOS Big Sur*

•x86 version runs on Apple Silicon via Rosetta 2

✓Takes ~20 seconds first time used and after each 

update for translation

✓Subsequently will run “without delay”… maybe

•Native Apple Silicon version expected early 2021

Microsoft 365 on Apple Silicon

* Also as a beta native release for Apple Silicon
24

https://office-watch.com/2020/is-microsoft-office-ready-for-apple-silicon-macs/
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3588102/microsoft-gets-ready-for-apple-silicon-macs.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cKl4_4fBp7I


•Photoshop for Apple Silicon Macs available 

November 17th (native version, beta test)

•Photoshop x86 via Rosetta 2—but not 

officially supported by Adobe

•Native versions for all (?) Adobe software on 

Apple Silicon coming in 2021

Adobe Products on Apple Silicon
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https://beebom.com/photoshop-available-mac-apple-silicon-m1-processor/


•iPad and iPhone apps will run natively on 

Apple Silicon

•Google and Facebook won’t offer their iOS 

apps on Apple Silicon (maybe?) see 

•Some iOS apps won’t work on Apple Silicon

•What is the impact of a missing  touch screen 

on the M1 Macs?

•How to run any iOS app on Apple Silicon

Running iOS Apps on Apple Silicon
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https://www.theverge.com/2020/11/18/21574207/how-to-install-run-any-iphone-ipad-app-m1-mac
https://apple.slashdot.org/story/20/06/22/2041252/apple-will-let-you-emulate-old-apps-run-ios-apps-on-arm-macs
https://9to5mac.com/2020/11/18/how-to-install-iphone-ipad-app-m1-mac/
https://www.techspot.com/news/87541-google-facebook-others-wont-offer-their-ios-apps.html
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/apple_silicon/running_your_ios_apps_on_macos


•See     for iOS apps that run on Apple Silicon 

(natively or translated via Rosetta 2)

•For example…

Which iOS Apps Run on Apple Silicon?
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https://isapplesiliconready.com/


search term←
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https://isapplesiliconready.com/


•Boot Camp will not be available on Apple 

Silicon 

•Parallels virtualization doesn’t work on Apple 

Silicon—expected in the future

•Same with VMware’s Fusion

•Windows 10 sort of runs with QEMU virtualizer

•What about Windows 10/ARM* on Apple 

Silicon? 

Microsoft Windows on Apple Silicon

29* Microsoft runs Windows 10 on ARM on their Surface Pro X 

using their SQ1 and SQ2 CPUs co-developed with Qualcomm

It’s up to Microsoft

https://www.theverge.com/2020/6/24/21302213/apple-silicon-mac-arm-windows-support-boot-camp
https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2020/06/heres-whats-happening-to-boot-camp-amid-the-apple-silicon-transition/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wjC5dPCnY6M
https://www.macworld.co.uk/news/will-windows-run-on-apple-silicon-parallels-vmware-promise-solution-3797938/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/surface/business/surface-pro-x/processor
https://www.qemu.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHzGqTgVRuQ


•ARM based distros of Linux will not boot up 

natively on Apple Silicon

•Not an issue for most users

Linux on Apple Silicon
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https://www.reddit.com/r/linux/comments/hfkdlg/craig_federighi_confirms_apple_silicon_macs_will/


•Apple Safari—available

•Chrome—available

•Firefox—available

•Microsoft Edge—soon

•Opera—probably soon

Web Browsers on Apple Silicon
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https://www.windowscentral.com/microsoft-edge-will-soon-support-apples-m1-chips
https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2020/11/google-chrome-is-available-as-an-apple-m1-native-app-today/
https://www.cnet.com/news/chrome-and-firefox-reportedly-now-available-for-apples-m1-macs/


☚

☚

☚
Announced November 10th

32

Three New

M1 Macs



MacBook Air

$999  $1,999 $1,249  $2,049

Prices dependent on amount of memory and size of SSD

Fanless

CPU clock speed

might be reduced
33

(16GB available) (16GB available)

(Up to 2 TB) (Up to 2 TB)

https://www.apple.com/macbook-air/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zirGHgNpzmc


MacBook Pro 13”

Prices dependent on amount of memory and size of SSD

$1,299  $2,299 $1,499  $2,299

Controversial Touch Bar in place of function keys
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(16GB available) (16GB available)

(Up to 2 TB)(Up to 2 TB)

https://www.apple.com/macbook-pro-13/


Mac mini

Prices dependent on amount of memory and size of SSD

$699  $1,699 $899  $1,699
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(16GB available) (16GB available)

It is also necessary to purchase a keyboard, mouse and monitor

(Up to 2 TB) (Up to 2 TB)

https://www.apple.com/mac-mini/


Apple Computer Family
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X

https://appleinsider.com/articles/20/11/17/m1-benchmarks-proves-apple-silicon-outclasses-nearly-all-current-intel-mac-chips


• “The world’s best CPU performance per watt”

• “The world’s fastest integrated graphics”

• “…world’s fastest CPU core in low-power silicon”

• “M1 is faster than the chips in 98 percent of PC 
laptops sold in the past year”

• “As a result, M1 delivers up to…”

✓ “3.5x faster CPU performance”

✓ “6x faster GPU”

✓ “15x faster machine learning”

• “Blazing-fast, on-device machine learning”

Apple’s Claims for M1 Computers
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https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2020/11/apple-unleashes-m1/


•“The new MacBook Air with Apple’s M1 chip is 

a triumph”

•“M1 makes the Air (MacBook) sing”

•“Apple’s M1 chip redefines what an 

ultraportable can be”

•“Overall, Apple hit it out of the park with the 

M1”

•“Apple MacBook Pro 13” M1 Review—why 

you might want to pass”

Reviewers’ Comments
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https://www.theverge.com/21569603/apple-macbook-air-m1-review-price-specs-features-arm-silicon
https://www.pcmag.com/reviews/apple-macbook-air-m1-late-2020
https://www.engadget.com/apple-macbook-air-m1-review-140031323.html
https://www.forbes.com/sites/patrickmoorhead/2020/11/21/apple-macbook-pro-13-m1-reviewwhy-you-might-want-to-pass/?sh=2bc8e9f9786a
https://www.extremetech.com/computing/317438-the-new-apple-m1-reviews-put-amd-intel-officially-on-notice


•Useful for comparing systems

•Indicative of performance, however…

•True performance—your applications running 

correctly and quickly

•Uncertainty whether all the following benchmark 

software runs natively on Apple Silicon or via 

Rosetta 2

Benchmark Tests
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benchmark_(computing)


Geekbench is a cross-platform processor benchmark with a scoring system

That separates single-core and multi-core performance and workloads that

Simulate real-world scenarios.



__________
______________

~41%

faster

M1 MacBook Pro
Native vs.

Translated via Rosetta 2

40

https://appleinsider.com/articles/20/11/17/m1-benchmarks-proves-apple-silicon-outclasses-nearly-all-current-intel-mac-chips
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geekbench




__________

_____________

~55%

faster

M1 MacBook Pro vs. 

Intel 16”MacBook Pro

Apple Silicon vs.

Intel

41

https://appleinsider.com/articles/20/11/17/m1-benchmarks-proves-apple-silicon-outclasses-nearly-all-current-intel-mac-chips


__________

_____________


~5%

faster

M1 MacBook Pro vs. 

Intel MacBook Pro 16”

Apple Silicon vs.

Intel
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https://appleinsider.com/articles/20/11/17/m1-benchmarks-proves-apple-silicon-outclasses-nearly-all-current-intel-mac-chips




__________

_____

~67%

faster

M1 MacBook Pro vs. 

Intel Mac Pro

Apple Silicon vs.

Intel

Xeon W-3223 8-core 3.5 GHz

AMD Radeon Pro 580X 8 GB GPU

384 GB RAM  ~$18,000

$6,000 → $54,000

43

https://appleinsider.com/articles/20/11/17/m1-benchmarks-proves-apple-silicon-outclasses-nearly-all-current-intel-mac-chips


__________

_____

Xeon W-3223 8-core 3.5 GHz

AMD Radeon Pro 580X 8 GB GPU

384 GB RAM  ~$18,000

$6,000 → $54,000

M1 MacBook Pro vs. 

Intel Mac Pro

Apple Silicon vs.

Intel


~16%

faster
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https://appleinsider.com/articles/20/11/17/m1-benchmarks-proves-apple-silicon-outclasses-nearly-all-current-intel-mac-chips


Compared

to Windows

_________

____________

____________

W

i

n

d

o

w

s

SoC
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https://www.tomsguide.com/news/macbook-pro-m1-benchmarks-are-in-and-they-destroy-intel
https://www.geekbench.com/


Compared

to Windows

_________

____________

____________

W

i

n

d

o

w

s

SoC
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https://www.tomsguide.com/news/macbook-pro-m1-benchmarks-are-in-and-they-destroy-intel
https://handbrake.fr/


Compared

to Windows

_________

____________

____________

W

i

n

d

o

w

s

SoC
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https://www.tomsguide.com/news/macbook-pro-m1-benchmarks-are-in-and-they-destroy-intel
https://www.pugetsystems.com/labs/articles/PugetBench-for-Photoshop-1132/


Apple Silicon—M1 Apple/Intel

Comparing Apple Silicon and Intel Mac Computers
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https://www.macrumors.com/2020/11/17/apple-silicon-m1-compiles-code-as-fast-as-mac-pro/


•M1b 13” MacBook Pro

•8 GB RAM 

•256 GB SSD

•8 Core GPU

•$1,300

Photoshop—Stress Testsa

a Large files and operations requiring extensive CPU & GPU operations
b Apple Silicon

•16” MacBook Pro

•64 GB RAM

•1 TB SSD

•AMD Radeon Pro 
5500 GPU

•Core i9 2.4-5.0 GHz 
CPU

•$4,000

vs.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SndWxRaMzxA


Photoshop Tests—Native Apple Silicon vs. Intel

a Time in seconds; lower is better

☚
☚
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SndWxRaMzxA


Photoshop Tests—Native Apple Silicon vs. Rosetta 2

a Time in seconds; lower is better

☚
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Surprise!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SndWxRaMzxA


•For most people, the least powerful Apple 

Silicon MacBooks are adequate for light to 

moderate use of Photoshop

•Photoshop on future higher-end Apple Silicon 

MacBooks will perform better

•Photoshop on Apple Silicon iMacs likely to be 

exceptionally fast

Conclusions—Photoshop on Apple Silicon 
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Numbers!

Numbers!

Numbers!

Enough!
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•The time until charging is needed, not how 

many years the battery will last

•Current Apple Intel MacBooks—10 hours

•For M1 laptops Apple claims…

✓MacBook Air—18 hours running video

✓MacBook Pro 13”—20 hours running video

Battery Life
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Remaining Battery Capacity After

Compilations (Intel vs. Apple Silicon)

Battery  Life

{
I

n

t

e

l
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https://www.macrumors.com/2020/11/17/apple-silicon-m1-compiles-code-as-fast-as-mac-pro/


•Current Apple Silicon Macs are the lowest 

level (least powerful) Apple Silicon computers

•Consumer grade computers—not professional 

grade

•Nevertheless, they are remarkably powerful

•More powerful computers are coming in 2021 

and 2022

Conclusions About M1 Laptops
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QL-1Gns9lsk


•The MacBook Air is more than adequate for 

most people doing…

✓E-mail, calendar, contacts, etc.

✓Document preparation

✓Surfing the Web

•M1 MacBook Pro 13-inch would be a  better 

better choice for CPU/GPU intensive 

programs—only light to moderate duty

Conclusions About M1 Laptops (cont.)
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•“Same old shell wrapped around some new guts”

•No touch screen or pen support

•Limited choice of RAM (8 or 16 GB)

•Only two Thunderbolt USB 4 ports

•Thermal CPU throttling on MacBook Air

•No face ID*

•Boot Camp no longer supported**

Criticisms of the M1 Laptops

* Has touch ID

** Parallels, VMware, etc. will probably run in the future

and perhaps an ARM version of Microsoft Windows
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https://www.pcworld.com/article/3596557/pc-vs-mac-which-should-you-buy.html


•How long will Apple support Intel x86 systems?

•What about drivers for 3rd party hardware 

(printers, scanners, keyboards, mice, etc.)?

•Will anti-malware software be available?

✓Running via Rosetta 2 translation? (problematic)

✓Running natively on Apple Silicon?

•Will VPN software be available?

Questions

59



•Will Microsoft develop an SoC like Apple’s 

architecture in its approach to ARM*?

•What will Intel**, AMD and Invidia do in 

response to Apple Silicon?

•Does the SoC architecture lend itself to the 

server market?  Intel has ~94% of the market

Questions (cont.)

* Windows RT from 2012 was an ARM implementation

The current Surface Pro X runs with an ARM CPU

60

** Intel welcomes AMD and ARM competition  (Greg Bryant, Intel CEO)

https://www.pcworld.com/article/3600220/intel-welcomes-amd-and-arm-competition-because-the-pc-clearly-isnt-dead.html


•Continued Apple Intel support uncertain

•Performance of Apple Silicon Macs likely to be 

considerably superior to Intel machines

•If you must buy an Intel Mac, buy a used 

machine to minimize depreciation

✓Residual value of Intel Macs is likely to decline 

at an unusually fast rate

Thoughts on Buying an Intel Based Mac
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•Unless your Mac has died, wait 4-6 months

• If new to Apple computers, wait…

•Be sure your essential apps run on Apple Silicon

• If your essential apps run via Rosetta 2 translation, 
check reviews for performance

• If your apps require CPU/GPU intensive processing 
wait for the Apple Silicon iMacs

•Probably none of us will need the Apple Silicon 
Mac Pro

When to Buy an Apple Silicon Mac
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https://9to5mac.com/2020/11/25/apple-silicon-imac-macbook-pro/
https://appleinsider.com/articles/20/07/14/should-you-wait-for-apple-silicon-to-upgrade-your-mac


•“It’s tough to make predictions, especially 

about the future!”

•“The future ain’t what is used to be!”

Two Appropriate “Yogisms”

* Uttered by that great philosopher Yogi Berra
63



•Apple’s introduction of Apple Silicon Macs will 

have a profound impact on computer industry

•Few individual users are likely to switch from 

Windows computers to Apple Silicon

✓Most individuals find switching difficult and painful

✓Several other factors…

My Prognostications (keep Yogi in mind!)
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•Apple Silicon/M1:

•Apple Air M1:

•Apple Pro 13-inch M1:

•Apple Mini M1: 

Additional References
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuF9weSkS68
https://www.apple.com/newsroom/2020/11/apple-unleashes-m1/
https://www.pcmag.com/reviews/apple-macbook-air-m1-late-2020
https://www.anandtech.com/show/16226/apple-silicon-m1-a14-deep-dive
https://9to5mac.com/2020/11/25/apple-silicon-imac-macbook-pro/
https://www.macrumors.com/2020/11/06/top-5-benefits-of-apple-silicon/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=huEF8CRZrLk
https://www.zdnet.com/article/apple-silicon-m1-is-everything-apple-promised-so-whats-next/
https://www.pocket-lint.com/laptops/news/apple/152659-apple-silicon-what-does-it-mean-for-your-existing-mac-and-your-next-one
https://www.computerworld.com/article/3596357/apple-makes-a-compelling-argument-for-apple-silicon.html
https://www.engadget.com/apple-macbook-air-m1-review-140031323.html
https://www.tomsguide.com/reviews/macbook-air-2020-m1
https://www.theverge.com/21569603/apple-macbook-air-m1-review-price-specs-features-arm-silicon
https://www.laptopmag.com/apple-macbook-pro-13-inch-m1
https://www.pcmag.com/reviews/apple-macbook-pro-13-inch-m1-late-2020
https://www.techradar.com/reviews/apple-macbook-pro-13-inch-m1-2020
https://www.theverge.com/21570497/apple-macbook-pro-2020-m1-review
https://www.pcmag.com/reviews/apple-mac-mini-m1-late-2020
https://arstechnica.com/gadgets/2020/11/mac-mini-and-apple-silicon-m1-review-not-so-crazy-after-all/
https://www.theverge.com/2020/11/17/21570046/apple-mac-mini-2020-m1-review
https://appleinsider.com/articles/20/11/24/apple-silicon-m1-mac-mini-review---speed-today-and-a-promise-of-more-later
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d-eX8igCxXI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zirGHgNpzmc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4MkrEMjPk24
https://www.techrepublic.com/article/the-2020-macbook-pro-with-m1-is-in-a-word-astonishing/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ahkj5WV3N4
https://www.tomsguide.com/reviews/mac-mini-m1
https://www.nextrankers.com/13-inch-apple-macbook-pro-m1-review/
https://www.imore.com/13-inch-macbook-pro-m1-review
https://www.slashgear.com/apple-m1-macbook-air-review-2020-performance-battery-app-compatibility-02649535/
https://appleinsider.com/articles/20/12/04/review-the-m1-macbook-air-is-nearly-as-transformative-as-the-original
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Finished?

All done!

The End


